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A Solar Polar mission is an opportunity the community has been wanting for 50 years!

The Sun is a star that we can study with 
unprecedented resolution… and yet there are big, 
fundamental questions that are still unanswered…

• How does the Solar Cycle Work? 
• How does the Solar Dynamo, that drives the 
Solar Cycle, work?

These questions can ONLY be answered by 
observing the Sun  from a sustained vantage 
over the Sun’s poles.

Breakthrough Science 
to be Addressed: 

Space 
Weather: 

Longitudinal 
structure & 

dynamics of 
CMEs

Solar 
Dynamo: 

Polar flows 
distinguish 

dynamo 
mechanisms
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Future Solaris Nature Covers

CLUSTERS OF CYCLONES
Encircling the Sun’s Poles

Encircling the Sun’s Poles

Solaris Nobel-prize worthy science!

Meridional Counter Cells 
provide keys to Solar 
Cycle

Polar Views of the SunImpact of Solar Storms
Reach the Far Side
of the SunSupporting a Polar Vortex
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Future Solaris Nature Covers
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Encircling the Sun’s Poles

Solaris Nobel-prize worthy science!

Polar Views of the SunImpact of Solar Storms
Reach the Far Side
of the SunSupporting a Polar Vortex

Why Solaris?
Solaris is a FOCUSED single spacecraft Solar Polar Mission addressing 
crucial unanswered questions that can only be answered from a polar vantage.
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• FOCUSED Single spacecraft solar polar mission to address crucial, 
unanswered questions of solar dynamo & space weather science that 
can only be answered via sustained imaging of Sun’s poles.

• Robust mission design from previous MIDEX Phase A study, with a 
Jupiter-gravity-assisted ballistic trajectory over the Sun’s poles.

Why Solaris?

Compelling science, crucial measurements, elegant mission design

?

?

Solaris Mission Trajectory & Observing Strategy
Solaris achieves its polar observations through a Jupiter flyby that enables a highly inclined orbit.

Science Goals & Objectives

Science Overview

Solaris brings closure to long-standing NASA Heliophysics science problems and stimulates
future NASA research through unanticipated discoveries. Solaris science is well-aligned with
the SSP Decadal Survey (2013) Key Science Goals (KSGs) to “determine fundamental
processes that occur within the heliosphere” (KSG#4; §D.1.1-D.1.3) and to “determine the
origins of the Sun’s activity and predict the variations in space” (KSG#1; §D.1.1-1.3). It also
addresses NASA’s Heliophysics Science and Technology Roadmap (2014-2033) goals to
understand “the role of the Sun and its variability in driving change” (Roadmap Goal H2;
§D.1.1), “the origin and dynamic evolution of solar plasmas and magnetic fields throughout
the heliosphere” (Roadmap Goal H1; §D.1.2-D.1.3), as well as NASA’s goal to “build the
knowledge to forecast space weather” (Roadmap Goals W1, W2, W3; §D.1.3).

Solaris is an innovative solar polar mission to address fundamental questions of Heliophysics that can only
be answered from a high latitude (polar) vantage point. Is there a polar vortex? Are there high-latitude
countercells? Solaris will be the first mission to obtain sustained imaging of the solar poles, yielding new
insight into the workings of the solar dynamo which drives the solar cycle, and enabling improved
understanding for space weather research. Solaris’ continuous, high-latitude remote-sensing

Solaris transforms our understanding of the solar activity cycle and the global heliosphere through direct imaging of the solar 
poles and the ecliptic-plane corona viewed at all longitudes simultaneously. Solaris has three primary science goals (FO1): 

1) To understand how 
polar magnetic fields 
& flows that drive the 
Sun’s global dynamics 
& mechanisms that 
underlie the solar 
dynamo, which 
ultimately shape the 
solar activity cycle

2) To determine 
how high-latitude 
coronal magnetic 
fields connect the 
Sun and 
Heliosphere

3) To determine 
the role of 
transient 
dynamics in 
structuring the 
corona and 
nascent solar 
wind

Solaris’ view of each pole for >108 days, approximately 3 solar rotations at high latitudes, is sufficient to achieve Solaris’ objectives (FO2):
• Obj. 1A/B: to determine the Sun’s dynamical regime and distinguish between the mechanisms underlying solar dynamo models. 
• Obj. 2A/B: to quantify open magnetic flux and witness magnetic energy buildup at high latitudes prior to solar eruptions.
• Obj. 3A: to reveal longitudinal structure & variability, yielding a unique perspective on the solar corona and transient evolution.

Jupiter polar views

observations of the solar poles for multiple solar rotations will resolve polar magnetic fields, flows 
and structures necessary to constrain the mechanisms that form the engine of the solar dynamo.

Saturn polar view

Just as our understanding of Jupiter & Saturn are being revolutionized by polar observations 
from Juno & Cassini, our understanding of the Sun will be revolutionized by Solaris. 

Sub-surface rotation: 
ecliptic view

Model magnetic 
flux: polar view

Model CME: polar 
view
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~2.8 R⊙

1 R⊙
CDM S-EUVI

Importance to NASA Objectives & Decadal Survey 
Recommendations

Solaris Instruments 
FOV (@ 1.0 AU)

Direct injection to Jupiter

Solaris Mission Design

JGA injects Solaris into 
trajectory  with >70°
heliographic inclination

South Polar Pass (SPP) (A-B):
Obs. >55° latitude = >108 days

Distance = 2.2 – 0.9 AU

Perihelion (C):
Distance to Sun = 0.72 AU

North Polar Pass (NPP) (D-E):
Obs. >55° latitude = 108 days

Distance = 0.9 – 2.2 AU
A

D

C

B

E

3 month pass >55°
over South pole

3 month pass >55°
over North pole

Venus

VGAs enable multiple 
orbits with ~3 yr period

0.72 AU

•Launch Nov. 2031
• Jupiter fly-by Mar. 2033
•South Polar Pass Aug. 2035
•North Polar Pass Feb. 2036
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A Solar Polar Imaging Mission has been a 
long time coming…

Ulysses (ISPM)

Solaris completes the ISPM…matured and improved!

However, until now, it has been assumed that it would take a flagship mission, 
like Parker Solar Probe, to do a solar polar imaging mission…

Now, taking advantage of enabling technologies & innovative mission design, 
we can do a solar polar mission as a MIDEX or STP/Discovery-class mission!

The Heliophysics community has wanted, and 
studied, a solar polar imaging mission for >50 years!
• International Solar Polar Mission (ISPM) 
• Original Solar Probe Concept was a polar mission
• Solar Polar Imager (SPI)
• Japanese Solar-C/Plan A Mission
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Solaris’ Goal #1 – Understanding the Dynamo

To understand how polar magnetic fields & flows reveal 
the Sun’s global dynamics and the mechanisms that 
underlie the solar dynamo, which ultimately shape the 
solar activity cycle.

• Solaris’ measurements are the missing link…

• …and can only be obtained by a sustained, high latitude 
(polar) vantage point.

Decadal Survey - (2013)  - "The deep, ponderous flows that carry patterns of 
magnetic flux to the poles regulate the seeding of the deep-seated dynamo that 
generates subsequent solar cycles… The missing information will come, in part, 
from measurements of the hard-to-view solar poles”. 

Solaris’ Goal #1 is about the dynamo…and the dynamo is a universal physical process, fundamental 
not just for Heliophysics, but planetary science, earth science and stellar astrophysics. 

Solaris science is big…it is not incremental!
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Solaris observes longitudinal structure and dynamics of coronal mass ejections

Solaris Goal #2: Understanding the role of transient dynamics 
in structuring the corona and nascent solar wind 

• We can’t see the full extent 
of global interactions 

• We can’t see longitudinal 
structure/motion

• Enabling observations for 
space weather research!

View from solar equator View from Solaris

How do CMEs interact with the corona and evolve in longitude?
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Solaris’ Goal #2 will also provide…
…the first simultaneous, 360° longitudinal views of 
coronal structure and CME eruption, providing new 
insight into our understanding of space weather.

We don’t really understand the longitudinal extent or 
impact of solar storms and CMEs… WHY some are 
narrowly focused and others are truly global.

• e.g., October 28, 2021 CME & SPE was detected both 
at Earth and Mars…separated by 180° in longitude!

Out-of-the-ecliptic observations are complementary to 
those made using similar instruments at L1, L4/L5 and 
in Earth orbit.

Solaris provides enabling Observations for 
Space Weather Research

Solaris captures the global coronal response to solar activity

Simultaneous 360°Polar View of 
all longitudinal coronal structure

Polar view of Synthetic EUV intensity from 
PSI simulation of  Sept. 10, 2017 CME.
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Solaris’ sustained polar view is key!

Solaris observes all longitudes within 60° of observed disk center for > 100 days per pole/orbit

Solaris observes the 
full polar cap

D-7

D
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 . .   nderstand o  olar a netic ields 
and lo s ape t e olar Acti it  cle

The solar d namo produces and maintains 
the un s global magnetic field in a semi-regu-
lar magnetic c cle of  ears. Global toroi-
dal field associated with sunspots is converted 
into global poloidal field associated with polar 
magnetic fields and vice versa. olar rotation is 
nown to drive toroidal field generation, but the 

origins of solar poloidal fields remain a sub ect 
of debate. agnetic u  transport and genera-
tion is nown to be driven b  combined small 
and large-scale ows, but how these ows are 
coupled is largel  un nown. Theoretical gaps 
in solar d namo models remain ( harbonneau 

) that require polar observations over multi-
ple months for scientific closure. Solaris illumi-
nates the solar activity cycle by characterizing 
how solar rotation influences convection with 
implications for the Sun’s dynamical regime 
(Obj. 1A), and by quantifying the strength/dis-
tribution of polar magnetic fields/flows with 
implications for solar-dynamo poloidal flux 
generation/ transport (Obj. 1B).  

b ective  hat ind of star is the un  
olar global ows include differential rotation 

(DR) and meridional circulation (MC).  in-
dicates departures from solid bod  rotation with 

the equator spinning faster than higher latitudes 
(equator   da  period;   da  period). 

elioseismic inversions reveal variation of  
with depth ( - ). ear-surface  is gener-
all  from equator to poles, at least to the middle 
latitudes above which the various techniques be-
come less reliable as helioseismic data degrade 
because of foreshortening. 

ocal ows associated with solar convection 
are responsible for redistributing angular mo-
mentum in a manner consistent with the global 

ows ( ig - ). onvection is observed at the 
solar surface to act on multiple spatial and tem-
poral scales and in all directions. Giant cells, 
convective ows spanning the depth of the con-
vection one ( , ), are potentiall  the most 
significant for maintaining global ows. Their 
observational detection remains controversial, al-

Solaris

Earth

SO

PSP

Fig D-2: Solaris achieves what no other exist-
ing or planned satellite has or will: direct im-
aging of the solar poles for multiple solar ro-
tations. Previous and planned spacecraft do not 

obtain solar images from as high latitudes for as 

long. Parker Solar Probe (PSP; red) gets in close 

to the Sun but stays in the ecliptic and has no so-

lar/coronal imagers. Solar Orbiter (SO; orange) 

reaches 18° in prime mission, 33° in extend-

ed mission, but observes only up to 10 days at 

a time. Ulysses (not shown) had a high-latitude 

orbit but had no imagers. With a payload of so-

lar imagers, Solaris (blue) reaches +/- 55° > 103 

days, +/- 60° > 82 days, and +/- 70° > 48 days.

Fig D-3: A Stellar Concept for a Solar 
Mission: The delicate balance between buoy-

ancy and rotation determines the dynamical 

regime in which a star operates, typically 

captured by the Rossby number (R). Esta- 

blishing the dynamical regime of the Sun has 

een if cult  lo al simulations shown e-

low (viewed from 70°) allow exploration of 

(a) high and (b) low R regimes, represent-

ing weak (strong) rotational constraint and 

slow (fast  con ecti e flow  hese simulations 
n  that R = 0.1 (100 m/s amplitude deep 

con ecti e flows  yiel s ifferential rotation 
ro les matchin  solar o ser ations ( eath-

erstone & Miesch 2015), but that R = 0.01 

(10 m/s) is more consistent with supergranu-

lation (Featherstone & Hindman 2016) and 

favors cyclic dynamo behavior (Ghizaru et 

al. 2010). Meanwhile, helioseismic observa-

tions isa ree on con ecti e flow am litu e  
with estimates of R from 0.1 to 0.001 (Hana-

soge et al. 2012; Greer et al. 2015). Solaris’ 
high-latitude vantage allows measurement 
of convective amplitude and structure, con-
straining R and with it the Sun’s dynamical 
regime (Obj. 1A) and placing limits on poloi-
dal flux transport and generation (Obj. 1B).

Solar Orbiter

Solaris provides complementary science to all past/existing missions through unobscured views of 
polar coronal holes and evolution of the full polar crown for multiple rotations. (>100 days, >60 deg latitude)

Solaris will achieve what no other existing or planned mission has or will…

Ecliptic Solar Orbiter @ 32 deg.

(~10 days  >30 deg.)

Solaris @ 75 deg.

(>100 days  >55 deg.)
Images courtesy Jon Linker & Cooper Downs
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Differential rotation: Is 
there a polar vortex? 

Observations of polar magnetic field and flows are key to understanding how the solar dynamo works

Why do we need to go to the poles?

Meridional circulation: Are there 
high-latitude counter-cells?

Global convection: 
Are there spinning 
gyres at the poles? 

Observations of the magnetic field, and three intrinsically coupled flows at the 
Sun’s poles are the missing link to our understanding of the solar dynamo

? ? ? ?

Magnetic field: Are there 
polar magnetic sources 
or sinks?
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Complimentary out-of-ecliptic observations with Vigil, Solar Orbiter, PSP, SWFO (L-1)

Solaris will 
provide first 
observations 
to directly 
compare with 
ENLIL Model

Polar view of 
Synthetic EUV 
intensity from 
PSI simulation 
of  Sept. 10, 
2017 CME.

“Fried Egg – Sunny-side Up” View of the 
Heliospheric Current Sheet

Polar Vantage Shows Ecliptic Plane Evolution of Heliospheric Structure
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What do we need to do Solaris science? 
Sustained polar FOV with capable, COMPACT remote sensing instruments…

The new science comes from the NEW VANTAGE!

?

?

Science Goals (FO1) and Objectives (FO2)
Goal 1) To understand 
how polar magnetic fields 
and flows reveal the Sun’s 
global dynamics and 
mechanisms that underlie 
the solar dynamo, which 
ultimately shape the solar 
activity cycle

Goal 2) To determine 
how high-latitude 
coronal magnetic 
fields connect the 
Sun and Heliosphere

Goal 3) To 
determine the 
role of transient 
dynamics in 
structuring the 
corona and 
nascent solar 
wind

• Objective 1A: Characterize how solar rotation influences convection, with implications for the Sun’s dynamical regime

• Objective 1B: Quantify the strength & distribution of polar magnetic fields & flows, with implications for solar dynamo mechanisms

• Objective 2A: Measure and characterize magnetic flux in polar coronal holes, with implications for the global heliospheric magnetic field

• Objective 2B: Characterize the buildup of magnetic energy at high latitudes, with implications for energy storage & release in CMEs

• Objective 3A: Characterize CMEs and the global coronal reaction to their passage, with implications for their evolution in the solar wind

Jupiter polar views

Saturn polar view

Sub-surface rotation: 
ecliptic view

Model magnetic flux: 
polar view

Model CME: 
polar view
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Solaris Trajectory & Observing Strategy
Solaris uses a Jupiter gravity assist to leave the ecliptic plane and achieve its transformative science

Direct injection to Jupiter with 

Solaris Upper Stage Assembly

JGA injects Solaris into 

trajectory  >72° with 

respect to solar 

equatorial plane

Baseline Mission:
216 days (A-B, D-E)

South Polar Pass (SPP) (A-B):
June 3, 2030 – Sep. 20, 2030

Distance = 2.2 – 1.1 AU

Perihelion (C):
Nov. 7, 2030

Distance to Sun (AU) = 0.91 AU

North Polar Pass (NPP) (D-E):
Dec. 21, 2030 - Apr. 9, 2031

Distance = 1.1 – 2.2 AU

A

D

C

B

E

108 day pass >55°

over South pole

108 day pass >55°

over North pole

Solaris In a Nutshell

2.8 Rٖ

1 Rٖ

CDM

S-EUVI

Solaris Instrument 
Fields-of-View (@ 1.1 AU)

Solaris

Jupiter

Sun

Earth

These objectives are only achievable with a sustained polar view of the Sun, and Solaris satisfies them with a view of the
poles and all longitudes of the ecliptic-plane corona for >200 days during its prime mission.

• A game-changing Heliophysics MIDEX mission, Solaris resolves polar magnetic fields, flows, and 

structures constraining the mechanisms that form the engine of the solar dynamo.

• Solaris obtains the first multi-month images of the solar poles, enabling observations for space 

weather research, capitalizing on a “sunny-side-up” view of Earth-directed CMEs.

• Experienced instrument teams provide innovative, compact Doppler magnetograph (CDM) and a 

wide-field EUVI imager (S-EUVI).

• Extensive heritage reduces cost, enabling Solaris as a polar MIDEX.

• Simple mission design requires minimal contact during cruise and pre-planned synoptic 

observations during the nominal 1-year encounter phase.

• Dedicated PI and Management Team keeps Solaris on schedule and within cost.

• Diverse Science Team includes world-leading senior scientists and talented early career scientists.

Solaris is an innovative solar polar imaging mission to solve fundamental questions of Heliophysics that can
only be answered from a sustained high latitude vantage. Is there a polar vortex? How strong and structured is

the polar magnetic field? How do coronal mass ejections (CMEs) distort and deflect the corona? Solaris will

obtain sustained imaging of the solar poles for several solar rotations, yielding new insight into the workings of
the solar dynamo, which drives the solar cycle, and probing the longitudinal structure of space weather events.

Aligned with the SSP Decadal Survey (2013) and NASA Heliophysics Roadmap (2014-2033), Solaris
brings closure to long-standing problems and stimulates future research through unanticipated

discoveries. Just as our understanding of Jupiter & Saturn are being revolutionized by polar
observations from Juno & Cassini, our understanding of the Sun will be revolutionized by Solaris.

Solaris: A Transformative Heliophysics Mission

S-COR > 2.5 R

 

1) the addition of 3 in-situ instruments (MAG, IES, FIPS), and 2) the extension of the design 
mission life from 5 to 10 years to enable three VGAs to circularize the orbit and extend mission 
operations to cover the solar cycle (solar min to max).  
3.1 Instruments 
Solaris includes the following focused set of remote sensing and in-situ instruments targeted to 
address Solaris’ scientific questions that can only be answered from a polar perspective.  
 
Table 1. Solaris Instrument Payload 

Instrument Solaris Measurements 
Remote Sensing: 
Compact Doppler 
Magnetograph (CDM) 
(1 min. cadence, 4 Mm 
/2 pixels, >72 days) 

Dopplergrams to helioseismically measure 
polar flows to constrain dynamo models 
Magnetograms to quantify polar magnetic flux 
& constrain dynamo models 

Wide Angle EUV 
Imager (EUVI) 

EUV images of coronal structure on disk & 
out to >3.0 solar radii, (10 min cadence, 4 Mm 
/2 pixels, >72 days) 

White Light 
Coronagraph (COR) 
(2.5 to 15 Rs @ 1 AU) 
(5 to 30 Rs @ 2 AU) 

360° out-of-the-ecliptic WL coronal 
observations to overlap with EUV images & 
provide continuous coverage of longitudinal 
expansion from the low, through the middle to 
high corona & solar wind 

In-situ: 
Magnetometer 
(MAG) 

In-situ vector magnetic field to measure 
heliospheric magnetic structure to constrain 
models & compare with estimates of polar flux 

Ion-Electron 
Spectrometer (IES) 

Solar wind (electron, proton) speed, density, 
temperature to characterize fast/slow wind 

Fast Imaging Plasma 
Spectrometer (FIPS) 

Composition & kinetic properties of solar wind 
heavy ions to characterize fast/slow wind 

 

3.2 Spacecraft 
Solaris is a 3-axis stabilized, Sun-pointed, solar-powered observatory, leveraging existing, high 
heritage, technology and subsystems. The primary drivers of the Solaris Observatory design 
unique to this mission are the environments at Jupiter, including reduced solar flux input for the 
solar arrays and the radiation environment. During the Jupiter flyby, beyond 5 AU from the Sun 
the observatory operates in a low-power, 3-axis controlled configuration.  
3.3 Mission Design & Operations 
The Solaris mission design uses a ballistic trajectory to achieve a direct injection to Jupiter for a 
JGA to escape the ecliptic plane, and multiple VGAs to circularize the orbit and reduce the orbital 
period to three years. The launch window for this mission design occurs every ~13 months. For 
the purposes of this White Paper, we are assuming a launch in 2030. After 2.5 months of 
commissioning and calibration, Solaris embarks on a 15-month Cruise to Jupiter. The JGA rotates 
the plane of the heliocentric orbit to an inclination of ≥70° to the solar equator. After the JGA and 
another 2.2-year Cruise, Solaris reaches its required heliographic solar latitudes of >55° for the 
remote sensing instruments, and performs a final instrument checkout and calibration. The remote 
sensing encounter phase begins over each pole when the spacecraft is >55 deg. heliographic 
latitude, and downlink occurs aperiodically during each pass to avoid artifacts in the 
helioseismology data. The Solaris operations concept consists of essentially two phases: 1) 
Quiescent Cruise including JGA, beyond ~3 AU, and 2) Encounter Phase with two >100-day 

Solaris achieves the critical measurements at sustained high latitudes required to close on science objectives
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Exploring one of the last unknown regions 
of the Solar System

Saturn

Jupiter

New perspectives yield new insights!

• We expect Solaris to reveal clues to our understanding of the 
solar dynamo which drives the solar cycle...

• We also expect “unexpected” discoveries which inevitably 
happen when exploring a new part of the solar system for the first 
time!

• Just as our understanding of Jupiter and Saturn are being 
transformed by polar observations from Juno & Cassini… 

• …we expect our understanding of the 
solar dynamo and solar activity to be 
transformed by the polar observations 
from Solaris.
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Solaris is ready NOW to be NASA’s next Heliophysics MIDEX or STP/Discovery-class mission

Summary
• Solaris mission concept is a FOCUSED single spacecraft Solar Polar Mission, ready 

to go NOW, addressing crucial unanswered questions that can only be answered from a 
polar vantage!

• Serves as a Pathfinder for both Science & Mission Design in advance of a bigger 
Flagship (4π) Solar Polar Constellation Mission (e.g., TRACE >SDO, IBEX >IMAP)

• It is an opportunity the community has been wanting for 50 years!
• Solaris Is achievable NOW to complement current/future 

missions (Solar Orbiter, Vigil, Parker Solar Probe).

• The Solaris Solar Polar mission concept is scale-able…
• MIDEX mission
• STP/Discovery-class mission
• 1st spacecraft of a 4π constellation (Polar view, L1, L5)


